Introduction
Fault diagnosis of analog circuit can generally divide into two types that based on model method and based on knowledge method. The method based on model is difficult to handle no-linear and tolerance circuit diagnosis that usually use linear circuit diagnosis and analysis. The method based on knowledge [1] has been the research hot spot with computer science development. It is outstanding in the support of vector machine application that has been widely applied in the analog circuit fault diagnosis with multiple advantages of small sample salvation and fault diagnosis of no-linear analog circuit.
Vector machine is the new machine learning method based on statistics theories from Vapink and other people [2] [3] . This method can promote the generalization ability through risk structure minimization. The establishment core center is to solve the constrained quadratic programming then to build one hyper plane as the classification plane that can maximize the distance of two modes in the characteristic space. Moreover, this can ensure the salvation should be perfect in the whole situation. During the learning ability improvement of support vector machine and generalization performance research, the important problem is how to optimize the obtained characteristic subset that support vector machine and SVM parameter to improve the correct ratio of classification in the same time.
The present method such as grid search [4] [5] has worse ability that can not choose the characteristic subclass. [6] [7] [8] [9] provides the selection method of characteristic optimization but not possess the parameter optimization function of supporting vector machine. The method that [10] provides can support characteristic subset selection of vector machine and parameter optimization in the same time but not think of the risk problems during the practical fault diagnosis. However, these methods are usually managed separate in each single circle that cannot take fully consideration by systematically opinion. Although each outcome is the best optimization, the joint usage cannot reach the best operation effect. At present, there is lack of algorithm frame research that establishes parameter optimization of analog circuit fault diagnosis.
This article will bring analog circuit fault diagnosis and established model analysis from practical circuit diagnosis then to provide the fitness analysis model for the parameter optimization research of genetic algorithm. Moreover, put the parameter optimization of diagnosis system into the whole fault diagnosis system for the consideration of practical operation effect. Establish the closed loop optimization frame of diagnosis model parameter that based on genetic algorithm and measure the parameter optimization of each part in the diagnosis system then analysis the astringency of frame algorithm. This article discuss the optimization frame of parameter closed loop is combine with data preprocessing of principal component analysis about gauss kernel, classifier circle of support vector machine and parameter update of genetic algorithm. Through the parameter optimization and adjustment that under practical diagnosis to research parameter optimization of closed loop fault diagnosis then explain the effectiveness and practicability of closed loop fault diagnosis model parameter optimization frame.
Await optimized parameter in the model of analog circuit fault diagnosis
For the convenient problems' discussion, here we suppose the analog circuit fault diagnosis process is just as figure 1 shows. Analog circuit fault diagnosis that based on SVM and kernel principal component analysis as the data sample preprocessing circle (A circle in short) and SVM training classification circle (B circle in short). Then combine optimization processing of second order data and coordinate classification problems. The given training set: ( , ) i i
Suppose the using kernel principal component analysis can do the dimensionality reduction on data sample, the Gaussian kernel is as follow:
At here, command
, and the principal component analysis of gauss kernel parameter P  will adjust by the users' for the consideration of practical situation. Dual problems of optimized problems that support vector machine are: 
Frame structure of parameter optimization
Genetic algorithm is the self-adaption optimization research that based on natural selection analog and biological system genetic. It is adopt the fitness function and probability transformation rules to guide the research direction. Genetic operations include such as interlace operation, mutation operation and selection operation and so on [11] [12] . Use genetic algorithm on the feature characteristic of vector machine supporting and parameter optimization that the obtained results are the optimized parameter and characteristic subset.
Based on the genetic algorithm, parameter optimization frame is figure 2. In the first place, chose the appropriate primary population. The scale is too huge with high complexity of calculation that undersize calculation will decrease the algorithm function with general range of 50-400 in general. Then proceed the interlace operation and mutation operation. Through fitness analysis to select the high adaptive value chromosome then generate the next population. At the same time, transform the generated chromosomes into parameters and provide them to fault diagnosis system to do the data preprocessing of kernel principal component analysis, select appropriate characteristic subset reducing demission, submit SVM classifier and do the classification diagnosis, form the new fitness analysis value, stop the machine when satisfy the stop condition and start the new research process that can not satisfy the stop condition.
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Asymptotic region that support vector machine
After Keerthi and other partners provide the asymptotic function of gauss support vector machine, adopt log C and 2 log as the parameter of hyper-parameter space. In the asymptotic region of ( log C , 2 log ) space there exist one counter line of generalization error that divide parameter space into over-fitting region, less-fitting region and a well region. In the well region can probability form the hyper-parameter set of best generalization error. There will establish the following forum for the
We can see from the forum when 2    and long with the represent line of this forum, SVM classifier will collect the linear SVM classifier with penalization parameter C . This article uses this method to do the genetic operation.
Chromosome coding method
Coding is the important process of chromosome genetic algorithm. This article will use binary coding to coding the candidate solution and transform the gauss kernel parameter P  of principal component analysis, penalization parameter C, gauss parameter S  that support vector machine and reducing demission characteristic subset f into binary coding. Chromosome coding structure is as figure 3 shows.
In the coding, 
Fitness function that satisfy the practical diagnosis requirements
Adopt analog circuit fault diagnosis to work out the accurate ratio of correct classification, fault samples' misclassification error, selected characteristic number and characteristic price to establish fitness function. High fitness depends on the high classification accurate ratio, low fault samples' misclassification error, small characteristic number and low characteristic price. The fitness function in this article is:
Optimization 
Interlace operation and mutation operation
Interlace operation is through the independent interlace for the N pairs of parent population in the population ( ) X t . 
T Y t M t 
will ceaseless change the sub space that give the whole space the research function.
Create chromosome operation
By using the research function of genetic algorithm, each generation chromosome will select r chromosomes with highest fitness and do the correct choice of C value. Here we use the algorithm that suggested by [13] . 
Astringency analysis of parameter optimization frame algorithm
Theorem 1. In this article, the mentioned genetic algorithm with characteristic chromosome will get the prefect optimization based on theorem 1.
Certification set { ( )} X t as the population sequence that generate by outstanding generation.  is the allele, L is the given coding length, L H is the individual space, product is N steps population space, B  is the perfect disaggregation of question max ( )
According to the theorem 5.10 in reference [14] , { ( )} X t will follow the probability 1 to astringe
That means the outstanding generation will obtain the perfect disaggregation based on probability 1. Same reason but certificate, adopt the genetic algorithm of "take big", "take small" that based on probability 1 will astringe the best disaggregation.
Practical stimulation analysis of fault diagnosis
This article will stimulate and analyze on the national standard circuit of leapfrog filter. The exploitation environment is MATLAB2009 and the vector machine supporting software is LIBSVM. The given principal basic circuit of this filter is figure 4. In the circuit, resistance and capacitance and other passive devices' tolerance will set as 10%. Passive devices nominal value is: resistance is
Consider about in the circuit there has one single soft fault mode: F1 (C1+30%), one soft fault combination with one double parameters: (C1 -30% & C2 + 30%), one type of three parameters fault: (R7 -30%& R8 -30%&R9 -30%), one type of four parameters fault: (R12 &R13 &C3 &C4) + 30%. "+"or"-"represents the that fault value is upward bias or downward bias the component nominal value.
Add the normal operation condition NF, there have 5 types of states in the circuit. In the experiment, parameter C research range is (0.01,1000), parameter S  and P  is (0.000 1,15).
Optimization of Analog
Uses ten times enfold interlace acknowledgement, each mode divide into ten subsets, 1 data as the test data, 9 data as the training data. Obtain correct accuracy ratio from average value of each test. The normal mode SVM diagnoses each type fault mode to get average value. The fault samples will obtain the fault classification ratio.
Result comparison analysis
After parameter optimization of circuit diagnosis model through the above method, the result is as table 1 and table 2 shows. Table 1 is the accuracy ratio of each mode diagnosis. Table 2 is the misdiagnose ratio that diagnose the fault ratio in the normal mode. Compare the application result of traditional KPCA+SVM and KPCA+ nearest neighbor on the circuit fault diagnosis. At here, KPCA+SVM and KPCA+ nearest neighbor parameter will use ten times enfold interlace modification. Separately sequence single soft fault, double parameters soft fault, tree parameters soft fault, four parameter fault and normal mode diagnosis accuracy ratio and interlace misclassification error. Compare the simulation result in table 1, we can see:
(1) Under the parameter optimization frame of closed loop diagnosis in this article we will get the optimized parameter after classified identification, traditional KPCA+SVM and KPCA+ nearest neighbor method on this circuit. The application results are better than others. Blend the influence of the best generalization error line into parameter optimization and increase the research ability of genetic algorithm, support vector machine classification accuracy and rate of identification will improve effectively.
(2) In this article after setting different classification value, we can find out that high misclassification error requirement will increase the fault identification effect with decrease of misclassification error. This can represent that follow the circuit diagnosis practical requirement to do the closed loop parameter optimization frame is effective and correspond with circuit practical diagnosis requirement. The further improvement of B W weight can apply into the condition that emphasize no misclassification.
Summary
Parameter optimization is service for the diagnosis requirements that can not only follow the algorithm construction to research without control. This article will combine the practical circuit diagnosis requirement, bring the accurate ratio of correct classification and the requirement of misclassification misdiagnosis ratio into the result of analog circuit diagnosis and the established mode analysis. Then provide the fitness analysis model that used for the parameter optimization of genetic algorithm. Moreover, put the parameter of fault diagnosis system into the whole fault diagnosis system for the practical consideration. Establish the closed loop optimization frame of diagnosis model parameter that based on genetic algorithm and measure each part of diagnosis system parameter about the parameter optimization with astringency analysis of frame algorithm. Moreover, explain the effectiveness and practicability of closed loop fault diagnosis model parameter optimization frame.
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